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Abstract

The High Energy Storage Ring (HESR) [1] will be part
of the future Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research
(FAIR) [2] located at GSI in Darmstadt, Germany. The
HESR will be operated with antiprotons in the momentum
range from 1.5 to 15 GeV/c, which makes a long beam life
time and a minimum of particle losses crucial. This and
the demanding requirements of the PANDA experiment [3]
lead to the necessity of a good orbit correction and an ef-
fective multipole compensation. We developed a closed or-
bit correction scheme and tested it with Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. We assigned different sets of angular and spa-
tial errors to all elements (magnets, beam position moni-
tors, etc.) within the lattice of the HESR. For correction
we applied the orbit response matrix method. We carried
out investigations concerning higher-order multipoles and
created a scheme for chromaticity correction and compen-
sation of arising resonances utilising analytic formulae and
dynamic aperture calculations. In this presentation we give
an overview of the correction and compensation schemes
and of the corresponding results.

HESR LATTICE

The HESR has a length of roughly 575 m and a magnetic
rigidity of 50 Tm. It consists of two similar arcs and two
straights (see Fig. 1).

The straights are designed in a way that beta functions
can be adjusted at the target from 1 to 10 m and at the elec-
tron cooler from 25 to 200 m. The arcs contain four dif-
ferent quadrupole families (three horiz., one vert.). These
provide adjustment of both tunes (Qx, Qy) and transition
energy (γtr) as well as suppression of dispersion in both
straight sections. The latter is a requirement from the
PANDA experiment whereas the adjustment of transition
energy is important for stochastic cooling.

There exist four defined optical settings by now: Injec-
tion, γtr =  6.2 (see Fig. 2), γtr = 13.4, γtr = 33.2.
Their tunes are in the vicinity of 7.62 and their natural chro-
maticy is ranging in X from−12 to−17 and in Y from−10
to −13.
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Figure 1: HESR lattice: Upper straight is housing electron
cooler and stochastic kickers, lower straight contains injec-
tion, PANDA experiment with target (arrow), and stochas-
tic pickups. The second dipole from each end of both arcs
is missing for dispersion suppression in the straight sec-
tions.

In the arcs, there are 96 positions available for sex-
tupoles, beam position monitors, and orbit correction
dipoles. Because of this limitation all beam position moni-
tors will be included inside sextupoles.

Figure 2: Optical functions of γtr = 6.2 lattice. Target is
located at s = 509 m where a kink in the dispersion func-
tion can be seen (PANDA chicane). The electron cooler is
located at s = 222 m.

CLOSED ORBIT CORRECTION

The most serious cause for orbit distortions is angular
and spatial displacements of magnets. Alignment and mea-
surement errors of beam position monitors also contribute
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to orbit distortions. Both types of errors have been included
in the simulations.

The goal of the closed orbit correction scheme is to re-
duce closed orbit deviations to below 5 mm while not ex-
ceeding 1 mrad of correction strength.

Orbit Response Matrix

The sensitivity of the orbit at a beam position monitor at
location i to strength variations of an orbit correction dipole
at location j is given by the orbit response matrix:

Rij =
√

βiβj

cos(µ
2 − φij)

2 sin µ
2

,

where μ = 2π ·Q denotes the phase advance of the whole
ring and φij the phase difference of both locations. The
orbit response matrix can be derived from asn dipole error
ansatz [4]. We used the inverted orbit response matrix to
obtain the necessary corrector strengths. We chose singu-
lar value decomposition as inversion method because it can
handle non-squared matrices as in our case.

Closed Orbit Correction Scheme

The correction scheme consists of 64 beam position
monitors and 36 closed orbit correction dipoles.

There are 26 beam position monitors used per arc of
which 12 are positioned at a large beta function in X and 14
at a large beta function in Y. This amount of beam position
monitors just reflects the amount of chromatic sextupoles
(see below) and is sufficient for the closed orbit correction.
The amount of closed orbit correction dipoles is six per
transverse direction and per arc.

There are six beam position monitors and also six closed
orbit correction dipoles used per straight. Whereas in the
arcs the orbit correction dipoles are planned to be uni-
directional (because of beta functions), in the straights
combined ones can be used for both transverse directions.
Beam position monitors will be designed to measure al-
ways in X and Y.

Verification

In order to verify the closed orbit correction scheme,
Monte-Carlo methods have been utilised [5]. We applied
more than 1000 different sets of displacement and mea-
surement errors. For all defined optical settings, we could
demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed closed orbit
correction scheme. Ten samples of corrected closed orbits
in X are shown in Fig. 3.

Toroid Compensation

Additionally, the influence of the electron cooler toroids
had to be investigated. Toroids are used in beam guiding
systems of electron coolers to overlap the electron beam
with the circulating beam. Since antiprotons are much
heavier than electrons, the deflection of the antiprotons

Figure 3: Shown are ten samples of corrected closed orbits
in X. Max. closed orbit is reduced to below 5 mm. Plots
for Y look similar.

by the toroids is much smaller. This deflection is differ-
ent for both transverse directions. To compensate the de-
flection, four additional correction dipoles have to be in-
cluded in the HESR lattice around the electron cooler. The
inner ones should be placed very close to the toroids to
keep orbit deviations as small as possible. The strength of
these correction dipoles has to be at maximum cooler en-
ergy or rather momentum (p̄: 8 GeV/c; e−: 4.5 MeV/c):
≈ 3 mrad and < 0.5 mrad for the inner correction dipoles
and < 0.2 mrad and < 0.1 mrad for the outer ones.

Orbit Bumps

There are a few positions in the straights where orbit
bumps have to be used, e.g. at the target. Therefore, all
closed orbit correction dipoles in the straights are planned
to provide an additional deflection strength of 1 mrad. Our
investigations have shown that this is sufficient to set angle
and position of the circulating beam in the desired ranges.

CHROMATICITY CORRECTION AND
SEXTUPOLE COMPENSATION

Since the natural chromaticity ranges down to−17, there
is no possibility to avoid its correction. Despite correcting
chromaticity, sextupoles drive different resonances and will
affect the stability of the circulating antiproton beam.

Chromaticity Correction

The natural chromaticity is corrected with sextupoles in
the arcs. For a simple chromaticity correction, all sex-
tupoles have been split into four different families (two
horiz. and two vert.). This is caused by the variation of
the horizontal dispersion function in the different optical
settings. Due to space restrictions in the arcs, sextupoles
have a design length of 0.3 m. Restricting the maximum
normalised strength to K2 = 0.85 m−3, the correction
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scheme contains 24 horizontal and 28 vertical sextupoles
distributed evenly among both arcs.

Sextupole ffects in  First Order

Sextupoles affect ten different lattice properties in first
order [6]: Chromaticity (horiz. and vert.), second order
dispersion, synchro-betatron resonances (horiz. and vert.),
and five resonance driving terms. The analytic formulae
describing these resonance driving terms are:

h21000 = −1
8

N∑

i=1

(b3iL)β3/2
xi eiµxi

h30000 = − 1
24

N∑

i=1

(b3iL)β3/2
xi ei3µxi

h10110 =
1
4

N∑

i=1

(b3iL)β1/2
xi βyie

iµxi

h10200 =
1
8

N∑

i=1

(b3iL)β1/2
xi βyie

iµxi+2µyi

h10020 =
1
8

N∑

i=1

(b3iL)β1/2
xi βyie

iµxi−2µyi ,

where b3iL denotes the integrated sextupole strength and μ
the phase advance. These formulae provide some guide-
lines for sextupole compensation: Ideally, pairs of sex-
tupoles will compensate their contribution to driving terms
if strength and beta functions are identical and the phase
difference is 180◦ in both transverse directions.

Stability Optimisation

Although ten sextupole families and proper phase dif-
ferences would simultaneously provide sextupole compen-
sation and all degrees of freedom, it cannot be accom-
plished in the HESR. This is simply because all possible
sextupole positions are predefined and do typically not have
this phase difference of 180◦. Therefore, different sets of
sextupole arrangements have to be evaluated by dynamic
aperture calculations [7].
Up to now, no solenoids and no tune spread have been con-
sidered. This is done firstly for simplicity and secondly to
observe stability changes solely due to chromaticity cor-
rection. This reduces dynamic aperture calculation to two-
dimensional tracking. Other effects like field errors and
kicks from electron cooler are neglected so far. Thus, the
dynamic aperture is just an indicator for stability improve-
ment and something like an upper boundary of stable phase
space area. An example of such a dynamic aperture calcu-
lation is shown in Fig. 4.

Resulting Compensation Scheme

The number of sextupoles is as stated above: (24 horiz.
and 28 vert.). The number of families has been increased
from four to six, three horizontally and three vertically. The

Figure 4: Example of tracking 104 particles 104 turns.
Shown are the starting emittance (2 · 104 π mm · mrad,
grey), stable particles (green), and the biggest emittance
fitting in stable area (≈ 5000 π mm ·mrad, red).

initial stable phase space area in X-PX could be improved
by a factor of ≈ 5.7. In Y-PY plane the improvement was
rather small: ≈ 1.3. Since compensation is dependent on
phase advances and beta functions, tune scans will be nec-
essary for further improvement.

OUTLOOK

Optimisation of the chromaticity correction for all other
defined optical settings is under way. Tune scans are neces-
sary and investigations of the sensitivity of sextupole com-
pensation on tune changes will be carried out soon. To get
a more general insight into the dynamical behaviour of the
HESR, other effects which affect stability will be taken into
accout, including field errors of magnets, kicks of electron
cooler, and space charge. These together with coupling will
require full six-dimensional tracking.
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